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Abstract—Smart Mobile Devices (SMD) are there for many years but using them as learning tools started to emerge as new research area. The trend to merge collaborative learning methodology by using mobile devices in informal context is important for implementation of Learner Centric Learning (LCL). Survey and numerous studies show that more than 95% of students in colleges are users of these smart mobile devices in developed world. Developing counties are also catching up and we can see this percentage is almost same in university level in these countries. Students are using SMDs for learning in some form. Higher education Institutions also try to embark their E-learning to Mobile learning (ML). The aim of this paper is to do propose operational framework for designing Mobile Collaborative Informal learning activities using SMDs. Show results of experimental and case study done to study the Mobile Collaborative Informal learning using Activity Theory (AT). Core Components of framework are Mobile Learning Activities/Objects, Wireless/Mobile Smart devices, Collaborative knowledge and Collaborative learning. The research mention here is its infancy stage.

Index Terms—Mobile Learning Design, Mobile Collaborative learning Objects, Collaborative learning, Informal learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Collaborative learning is the most researched method of learning of 21 century. With the popularity of social media and their availability to Smart devices make collaborative learning more interesting. Collaborative learning is when learner shares the learning activities with the team members and with the share of information learning takes place. Mobile Collaborative learning (MCL) is when learner is using Mobile and Wireless Smart Devices (MWSD) or simple say Smart devices (SD). MCL is extended form of Computer supported Collaborative learning where learner try to use SD to collaborate mostly in informal learning outside of normal class room or teacher supervision. Currently MCL can be seen in the form of formal learning in face-to-face Collaboration. Attention need to pay for the time learners spend on these smart devices and outside the classroom.

Laurillard’s definition of mobile learning incorporates the critical pedagogical design input of the teacher: “Mlearning, being the digital support of adaptive, investigative, communicative, collaborative, “cooperative”, and productive learning activities in remote locations, proposes a wide variety of environments in which the teacher can operate.” The research paper provides review within the field of Mobile Computing and Collaborative Learning using Activity theory and smart devices (SD).

The E-Learning guide defines mobile learning as “any activity that allows individuals to be more productive when consuming, interacting with or creating information mediated through a compact digital portable device that the individual carries on a regular basis, has reliable connectivity and fits in a pocket or purse” [1].

M-Learning actually complements E-learning. Putting the power of knowledge literally in the hands of today’s society, in particularly students by enabling them to have 24/7 access to acquire and ascertain study materials via a mobile device, takes away the constraints of always having to be in a “classroom environment” for learning to be effective. According to Social constructive learning methodology the learner should involve and socially connected with the contents, members and learning activities.

A. Mobile Learner

In mobile-learning, the two primary concepts are mobile people and learners. Smart learners are supported by their will of mobile-learning and objects. While learning used to be measured in hours or days, these smaller chunks of learning are now being measured in minutes [2]. This is largely due to the massive amounts of information that we are now consuming or learning just-in-time to complete our daily tasks and the approaches or techniques used by the Mobile learner today.

B. Mobile Collaborative Learning Object

There are many successful approaches in E-learning and one of them is introduction of Learning Objects (LO) [3, 4]. LO as an entity that should be self, interoperable, reusable, and describable, characteristics. Evolution of Learning Objects theory leads to Mobile Learning Object (MLO)[5, 6]. The inclusion of the mobile part came from the approaches of m-learning, where the primary idea is to provide learning situations using as a means of communication and control mobile devices. The convergence between these two paradigms has resulted in mobile learning objects. According to Quinn [3] the MLO are described as independent entities and customizable allowing extended learning activities through mobile technology in an educational certain context. There are some studies where MLO does the Coordination and Collaboration among the learning activity as mentioned [7]. A new and emergent area within CSCL is that of mobile computer supported collaborative learning, MCSCL, [6] With the availability of
SD, learners are collaborating more and learning new forms of collaboration, which are used to deliver them through collaborative learning which some authors like Zurita [6] call it Mobile CSCL, that adds to the MbCLO model five factors for effective collaborative learning: individual liability, mutual support, positive interdependence, social interaction face to face and forming small groups. By combining all the features, we call learning object as Mobile collaborative learning object which include collaboration as a key element of LO.

C. Wireless Mobile Smart Device (SD)

Medium refers to mobile carriers and communication technology. Chang, Sheu, & Chan [8] argue that the medium is a necessary element for carrying out the mobile-learning.

Examples of Mobile Learning Medium (MLM) are but not limited to these, laptops, tablets, PDAs (personal digital assistants), mobile phones, digital cameras, MP3 players, iPods, iPhones, iPad small electronic book readers and various multiple-function devices. Smart-phone, wireless Internet, access point, base stations, GPRS, General Packet Radio Services and other related technologies. The adoption of SD is tremendously high, with [9] stated that is projected that every learner will have a portable wireless device as recent data on mobile phone ownership in developed and developing countries reflects this [10]. The term SD will be used as Smart Devices (SD) as most of new smart devices are by default equipped with mobile and wireless features.

Convergence of E-learning, Mobile collaborative learning Objects, wireless and mobile smart devices and mobile learner creates more opportunities for Socialization and effective collaboration in Mobile learning. After going through research papers we found that Collaborative learning can be categorize as Formal, Informal, small scale group members not more than five and Large scale where group members are more than five and in certain cases whole class is collaboratively participating in LO as shown in the table 1 below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formal Collaborative learning</th>
<th>Informal Collaborative learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile</td>
<td>Static</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Scale</td>
<td>large Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-collaboration</td>
<td>Macro-Collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous</td>
<td>Synchronous (LIVE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Mobile wireless Devices

In 1945 we had the ancestor of current Mobile /Wireless smart devices in the form of Memex Device by Vannevar Bush. He explains his concept as follows: “A memex is a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and communications, and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed and flexibility.” [11]. Alan Kay and Adele Goldberg introduced the Dynabook concept at Xerox PARC thirty years later. Mark Weiser father of ubiquitous computing the idea was “to conceive a new way of thinking about computers, one that takes into account the human world and allows the computers themselves to vanish into the background” [12].

The most interesting theme across all these historical inventions of the future is that computers and smart mobile devices can be used to improve human intellect, collaboration and communication. World War II slowed the introduction of television, but military training efforts had proven the importance for using audio-visual media in teaching [13]. The apparent success of audio-visual created a renewed interest in using it in the schools and in the decade following the war there were intensive research programs [13]. Early studies by educators tended to show that student achievement from classroom television was as successful as from traditional face-to-face instruction. A research study by Parsons showed slightly any differences in achievement, and Lapore and Wilson offered research showing that learning by television compared favourably with conventional instruction[13].

B. Collaborative Learning

History of collaborative learning as a teaching methodology can be traced back to ancient civilization. Collaborative learning was given a new lease of life in the second half of the 20th century when research showed that students learned faster and retained more when they became partners in the process of teaching and learning instead of remaining mere receivers of knowledge from their educators.

Almost all Prophets and religious preachers used social interaction rather than just reading through religious scriptures. Prophet Mohammad trained his companions in well socially connected environment. Learning has no school hours, learning and life goes together. Each aspect of student daily life activities (Walking, Sitting, going to ablation, praying, eating, his clothing, dealing with problems etc) is part of his learning. The student (Companion) live to learn and learn how to live from Prophets.

In traditional societies, small groups with high social knot make it possible to have wise man like Prophet Mohammad, Jesus, Buddha, and Nanak. Prominent examples of these personalities where learning took place with social interaction can be found in Malaysian/Indonesian societies in the form of idea of “Gotong royong” (the spirit of mutual help in a society or community).

The collaboration context is changed and replaced by technology where we try to communicate and collaborate using mobile phones, internet and other mobile/wireless smart devices.

Collaborative learning is a situation in which two or more people learn or attempt to learn something together. Collaborative learning is heavily rooted in Vygotsky’s views that there exists an inherent social nature of learning which is shown through his theory of zone of proximal development. Collaborative learning is mostly link to Co-operative learning difference is lack of shared knowledge. MCL is seen as a future model which support lifelong learning enable learner to learn anytime, anywhere, on any device at his own pace.
Many features in the phone and other wireless mobile smart devices have potential to support Mobile collaborative learning. According to [14] mobile device used in mobile learning could be exploited with the features i.e. portability, social connectivity, context sensitivity, connectivity, and individuality.

Over the last ten years, mobile learning has emerged as a killer application and significant projects around the world started [5]. Earlier research focus on mobility of technology where learner acquire knowledge and skill thought use of mobile technology, anywhere, anytime [15] Now a day’s mobile learning is defined as the mobility of learner across locations and context, taking advantages of the learning opportunities offered by the latest technologies in the environment. Pachler and colleagues [16] claim for the mobile complex, a triad of agency, structures, and cultural practices, as mechanisms for understanding how to develop educational practices to meet the new literacy of technology use. This will allow learner and instructor to engage in analysis and design of MCL objects which suit the learner Context, this scenario need innovative method for data capture and data analysis. BBC bitsize Mobile is a service which let students use mobile phones to revise their study material while they are away from school. Revise on the go provides quizzes and lecture material in MP3 format.

In figure 1 the penetration of different learning methodologies shown and most of these methods are base on FTF learning Model. Learning will be next killer application for Web as said by John Chambers, CEO Cisco System. With advancement of web to mobile devices M-learning is picking up.

Mobile Collaborative Learning is interaction of mobile wireless networking, Mobile learning and SD. As learner are more mobile now and most of the formal and informal learning took place by learner using some kind of mobility (Mobile device, Mobile data).

III. RESEARCH PROBLEM:

Major challenge for researcher will be how to tap the opportunities to integrate Smart Mobile Wireless Devices into Educational Pedagogy and make sure to design Mobile Collaborative activities. This new learning landscape should be highly situated, personal, Collaborative, and group/learner centered. Most of the Mobile learner complains about lack of collaboration when they work in small groups on any task which can be considered as a project based learning. In some cases the collaboration/cooperation is less than communication which leads to non-effective collaboration Most of the students are equipped with SD, with the availability of Wireless network access and combination of SD there are many oppor-
tunities for the learner to use these SD effectively. Most of
the hi-tech technologies are not explore fully to fulfill the
needs of students. The research will investigate the per-
ception of learner on effectiveness of using Wireless Mo-
sable devices for enhancing Collaboration in Mobile
learning. My research will study how Mobile Wireless
Smart devices that already used by the learner can be util-
ized effectively. Main aim of research is “To investigate
the impact of Wireless Mobile Smart Devices on Mo-
ible Collaborative learning.” To elaborate more follow-
ing are the research sub-questions

SQ1: What is the perception of learner about using
smart devices in Mobile Collaborative Informal learning?

Objective: To conduct exploratory research to find out
more about learner in Mobile Collaborative Informal
learning. Once we know what exactly the learner’s per-
cception. This will help to design better Framework for
MCIL.

H1: Mobile Smart devices have positive effect on
MCIL.

SQ2: How do the SD, Mobile learning Objects, and
educational Activities influence Collaboration in Mobile
learning?

Objective: To check what is the effective of SD on
learner when it comes to group of learner working on Sci-
ence project what type of activities help them to collabor-
ate and finish the task in hand.

H2: MCIL should let the team member collaborate
live or instant as much near to as face-to face or virtual
face-to-face.

SQ3: Does SD help higher Institution students to col-
laborate effectively?

Objective: What extent can these SDs are utilized to
support learner interactivity, collaboration, communica-
tion, reflection and interest, and thus provide pedagogi-
cally rich learning environments that engage and motivate
the learner? To what extent can WMDs be used to harness
the potential of current and emerging social constructivist
e-learning tools?

H3: It depends on the MCLIO engagement. If MCLIO
can let team member engage until they reach agreement.

Mobile Collaborative learning is new but as personal
mobile and wireless technologies for learning become
more and more widespread and cheap, studies are starting
to show evidence for the value of incorporating mobile
wireless devices in teaching and learning[17].Also sub-
stantial issued, including conflicts between informal learn-
ing with personal mobile devices and traditional class-
room education [5]. Learners are adopting new skills and
literacy’s enabled by Wireless Mobile Smart Device, such
as SMS texting, MMS, moblogging, mobile twittering, QR
Codes, and mobile video creation. New generation of SD
will offer further enhanced possibilities, of education ser-
ices, more collaboration, more learning activities and
educational media will matched to learner’s contact and
interests.

The research question investigates beyond “which
smart device is used by the learner rather we focus on
cause- and - effect relationship and how learner uses these
SD effectively. This research will study how Mobile wire-
less smart devices that already used by the learner can be
implemented to increase effective collaboration which
leads to knowledge sharing and learning.

IV. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY:

Researchers see Collaborative learning as a process of
social conversation, where learner and instructors build
knowledge by cooperating and sharing information inter-
actively. This makes Mobile learning multichannel and
multi-direction way to share and transmit the knowledge.
The construction of knowledge will happen as the results
of mutual understanding of learner’s existing understand-
ing to make meaningful collaboration to develop new
knowledge. However, in groups each learner have own
understanding of a problem domain, each of them will
take different approach and have different opinion and
strategies regarding a particular issue [18] there are
chances of conflicts during collaboration. Piagetian theory
[6] suggests that these social -cognitive conflicts may en-
force the effectiveness of Collaborative learning. In order
to reach to some solution by negotiation, researchers be-
lieve that social mediation is important [19]; [20], there-
fore it would be better to incorporate mobile computing
into this situation and investigate real-world environment
where learner become part collaborative learning group
using Smart devices connect by wireless network to gain
knowledge constructively. Arrigo and Chiappone example
showed that mobile technology would support social con-
structivist learning.

Community of practice is term used in social construct-
vivist approach to learning and mostly used in Manage-
ment of Organizational knowledge. Community of prac-
tice is a group of people (learner) who share a concern
sharing same problems, the group learn and increase their
knowledge by collaborating and interacting regularly [21].
Wenger develop detailed Model for community of prac-
tice and argued strongly for its role in promoting learning.
According to this model learner engage themselves in
activities which bring knowledgeable of each learner
and explore new learning context among the group mem-
bers. These are the most related theories to Mobile learn-
ing. Collaborative learning and Mobile wireless smart
devices.

4. Research Model

For the sack of theoretical understating of issues of
Complexity and contingency afforded by Mobile learning,
Collaborative learning, Mobile /wireless and ubiquitous
technology. We will first survey the theories mentioned in
above section and find out their limitations in explaining
the impact of SD in supporting Mobile Collaborative
learning. Try to find answers to these limitations.

The work for this research will focus research model
shown in the Figure 2. Set of MCL objects and formal and
informal scenarios will be developed to define and illus-
trate the Mobile Collaborative learning using SD (SQ2).
Scenarios can be created after carefully knowing the per-
ception and impact of SD on learner in UTM and How to
incorporate SD to MCL objects (SQ2). Research model
will seek to have learner in final year from different
schools/department and MCL objects of different types,
e.g Collaborative games, supervised and unsupervised
project based learning.

Literature study comprise of empirical and qualitative
research relating to impact of SMD on Mobile Collabora-
tive learning will be listed in chapter two. The key word
used in literature Mobile learning, Collaborative learning,
Cooperative learning, In-group Learning, Project based
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Figure 2. Explain how the research will proceed as research model to follow.

learning, real world learning, Computer-supported collaborative work, learning by doing, technology-enhanced learning (TEL), Learning Objects. Pretest and post test of learning can show the impact of MWSD impact on Mobile Collaborative learning.

To perform details design about the Mobile Collaborative Informal Learning Object/Activity (MCIL/O/A) we come up with Model influenced by the researchers from Collaborative and Mobile Learning. After doing the detail study figure 3 explain details of MCLO framework. Any learning activity which meets the elements in Figure 3 can lead us to effective collaboration and the team/group can achieve their goals. Once each team member share and collaborate more the level of share knowledge will be very high. As shown in figure 4.

V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Researcher will do a literature study, an experimental pilot study at UTM and three experimental studies at other universities in Malaysia (which meet the M-learning readiness criteria). For data collection researcher will use the Quantitative method by using the questionnaire. However qualitative approach can only be applied to UTM where the researcher is based and research is focused at.

Multiple cases create more robust theories ‘because the propositions are more deeply grounded in varied empirical evidence’ [22]. Figure 5 shows the overall operational framework for the designing of MCIL/O/A.

A. Experiments
1) Context
All pilot projects will be carried out in UTM Schools/Departments,
• At intermediate level to advance level courses or students at their 3-4th year or Final year students by research.
2) Task
Members will receive same task as they were without SD. Each scenario will have scenario-specific instructions.
3) Measures
Communication
• Quantitative: No of messages, Frequency of messages, messages length, social networking analysis.
• Qualitative 1: messages content in terms of physical attributes such as text, sound (e.g., mp3, Wav, WMA), static images (e.g., Jpg, bmp, gif), and dynamic images (e.g., mpg, mov, wmv)

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:
The work presented is at its preliminary stage and the model presented here will be enhanced and used in PhD research. Need to explore more about Malaysian and in particularly UTM context. This paper demonstrates how
Mobile Collaborative learning principles of constructive, self-directed, collaborative and contextual learning apply to PBL. The available research results are reviewed and discussed. Design-based research is needed in which it is investigated how theoretical claims can be transformed into effective Collaborative learning should be investigated: research that enriches our understanding of the nature of Mobile Collaborative learning.
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Figure 5: Operational framework for Designing MCIL/O/A
**Figure 6: Design iteration for designing learning activity**
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